
The Bible story: presenting God’s word  

I have to start out by making a very obvious point – simply that each child is unique – 

whether they have a special need or not. Children with additional needs may not have 

the ability to read the written word (though clearly some will), and they may have 

sensory sensitivities too – so its helpful to know a bit about your children before you 

start trying to tell them a story! (& you’ll find practical help on gathering information 

about your children under the ‘running a session’ section of the web-site) However, 

most children find it easier to engage with a story if it stimulates a range of their 

senses & we have found that a combination of a simplified story, told with visual props 

(smiley face, praying hands & heart etc);  involving the children acting the story out; & 

with a simple powerpoint works well with all of our children. Yes, story-times can be a 

bit chaotic, & the extent to which a child will absorb the story varies, but we have 

found that the majority of our children love the story-time part of our sessions - & they 

have learned that God loves them & that they are precious to Him & to us! 

Undoubtedly having drinks & biscuits, worship and prayer in this all-together time is 

also important - & you can get further advice on this under structure a session, prayer 

& worship. 

The plans, story scripts, powerpoints & linked craft ideas that we have used over the 

past few years are provided in the resources section of the web-site for you to use & 

adapt as you wish. Inevitably the leaders of each of our groups adapt the presentation 

of the stories and material a little to suit their children, and you will probably want to 

adapt them to - but we have found them to be an effective way of communicating 

God’s word for all of our 3 quite different groups of children. Generally our children 

like to act out the story – & we have some basic outfits for them (such as tea towel & 

hand band for Jesus and the disciples, tunics or material to use as wrap, angel wings 

etc -  & props). You can use the powerpoint as you are telling the story or use it to 

reinforce the story once the children have finished acting it out.   

Tips on preparing stories:  If you want to write your own stories, there are some 

general points that may help you in doing this - but always have it in mind that you 

need to start with a knowledge of your children - their likes & dislikes as well as their 

additional needs. 

 Its useful to break a story down into a small number of key points & to think 

through what your key teaching point is so that this can be brought out in the 

story 

 Use simple, direct language & avoid making it too ‘wordy’  



 Use repetitive phrases and  include action words that the children can join in 

with such as happy (get the children to do a big smile or do thumbs up), or a sad 

or angry face or thumbs down, praying hands, heart (hands crossed across 

chest) etc  

 Think of props that you could use to engage other senses. We primarily use 

visual props (smiley face, sad face, praying hands, big red heart etc), but be 

imaginative in what you use. For example, we have found using a blue tarpaulin 

for water and an inflatable boat works well for the ‘Peter walks on water’ story 

& ‘Jesus calms the storm’- & you can add cardboard fish & a net for the 

‘Miraculous catch of fish’. Other props you may want to think could include 

weighted fluffy cushions, bubbles, talking tins (voice recorder with push button); 

hand warmers, model animals & sea creatures, hats & so on – use your 

imagination, but make sure that they are safe for the children to handle!  

 Organise your props/dressing up clothes so that you can use them at the right 

point in the story (our leaders have a story box each week that is covered & 

solid)  

 You could use craft to help the children to concentrate (for example by giving 

them pictures or stickers for each part of the story to stick on a piece of paper). 

This works well for the Easter story & creation for example 

 You could arrange the props around the room & do a story walk  

 If you have just  1 or 2 children, you could make up a story bag, with a simple 

written story with pictures/symbols & some sensory props to help the children 

to engage with the story 

 You could draw the story on a whiteboard as you tell it, or get their helper to 

draw it with them as you tell it  

 

 


